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Abstract
We elucidate some relations between Harmonic Superspace and Pure Spinor String
Theory. The example of massless hypermultiplet for N=2 D=4 is considered and the
action is derived from a String Field Theory action. These notes are based on a talk
given at the 5th conference SQS5 at Dubna, July 2005.
1 Introduction
Harmonic superspace is a very useful tool for study supersymmetric models with extended super-
symmetry. See [1] for a complete review of the subject and two useful accounts of the subject
can be found in [2]. Projective harmonic superspace has been introduced in [3] and the applica-
tion to the AdS/CFT correspondence is studied in [4]. Recent developments of N = 4 harmonic
superspace for SYM can be found in [5].
On string theory side, an important revolution was started with the construction of Pure
Spinor String Theory by N. Berkovits in [6]. This new formalism is based on sigma model for the
superspace coordinates with the additional of some bosonic fields (in the following denoted by λα).
The latter are to be understood as ghost fields and they are needed in order to implement the
BRST symmetry of the theory. They are constrained to satisfy a quadratic equation λαγmαβλ
β = 0
which is known as Pure Spinor Constraint.
It has been noticed in [7] that by a suitable ansatz, the pure spinor constraint is solved and
the solution parametrize the same cosets of the harmonic coordinates of the harmonic superspace.
Therefore, using the idea of adding new ghost fields pursued in [8], we derived the N=3 harmonic
superspace action and the equations of motion in [7].
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In [7], we consider only the case of N=3 SYM, but the same technique can be applied to the
D=4, N=2 hypermultiplet. In the present note, under a suggestion of E. Sokatchev and E. Ivanov,
we wrote the complete derivation of the action for N=3 (sec. 3) and we describe the case on the
hypermultiplet (sec. 4). This last part is original and it has been presented at the conference
SQS’5 in Dubna in 2005. In sec. 2, we briefly review the coordinates of harmonic superspaces
derived from string theory.
2 N=4,3,2 harmonic superspace from pure spinors
The notations are taken from [7] to which we refer for a complete discussion.
We substitute the decomposition λαˆ = (λαI , λ¯
α˙I) (where α, α˙ = 1, 2 and I = 1, . . . 4) into the








β˙L = 0 , λαI λ¯
α˙I = 0 . (1)





α˙J = λ¯α˙a v¯
aJ , where a = 1, 2. The
new variables uaI and v¯
aJ are complex and commuting. They carry GL(2,C) and SU(4) indices.
The spinors λαa , λ¯
α˙
a are also complex and commuting, and carry a representation of SL(2,C) and
GL(2,C). This decomposition is left invariant by the gauge transformations
uaI →Ma bubI , λαa → λαb (M−1)b a , v¯aJ → M¯a bv¯bJ , λ¯α˙a → λ¯α˙b (M¯−1)b a , (2)
where M and M¯ are independent GL(2,C) matrices. The factorization plus the gauge invariance
(2) yields 16 complex parameters. To reduce to the usual 11 independent complex parameters of
pure spinors, we further impose the following two covariant constraints
uaI v¯




abλ¯β˙b = 0 . (3)
The first constraint in (3) and the gauge transformations in (2) reduce the 16 complex components
of uaI and v¯
aI to 8 real parameters. This is the same number as the number of independent
parameters of the coset U(4)
U(2)×U(2) =
SU(4)
S(U(2)×U(2)) used in [2] (see also [5] and [4]). The restriction
of U(2) × U(2) to the subgroup S(U(2) × U(2)) is due to second constraint of (3). The latter is
preserved by the transformations M and M¯ only after the identification detM = detM¯ .
Let us turn to N=3 harmonic superspace. If we decompose the λαI ’s and the λ¯
α˙I ’s into N=3
vectors and N=3 scalars we have λαI = (λ
α
i , ψ
α) and λ¯α˙I = (λ¯α˙i, ψ¯α˙). In that basis, the pure spinor





β˙ = 0 , λαi ²αβψ
β + ²ijkλ¯
α˙j²α˙β˙λ¯
β˙k = 0 , λαi λ¯
α˙i + ψαψ¯α˙ = 0 . (4)
The reduction to the N=3 case is obtained by setting ψα = ψ¯α˙ = 0. Inserting this ansatz into the
first two equations of (4), we obtain
λαi ²αβλ
β
j = 0 , λ¯
α˙j²α˙β˙λ¯
β˙k = 0 , (5)
which is equivalent to requiring that all determinants of order 2 of the matrices λαi and λ¯
α˙i vanish.
This means that the pure spinors can be factorized into λαi = λ
αui , λ¯
α˙i = λ¯α˙v¯i and the equations
(4) are solved by ψα = ψ¯α˙ = 0 , uiv¯
i = 0.
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So for the N=3 case no constraint is needed for λα and λ¯α˙. Notice that the two complex vectors
ui and v¯
i are defined up to a gauge transformation
ui → ρui , λα → ρ−1λα , v¯i → σv¯i , λ¯α˙ → σ−1λ¯α˙ (6)
where ρ, σ ∈ C. The two real parameters |ρ| and |σ| are used to impose the normalizations
uiu¯
i = 1 and viv¯
i = 1. If one also gauges away the overall phases of ui and v¯
i, the space of
harmonic coordinates ui and v¯
i is parameterized by six real parameters. This coincides with the











i ) as follows u
1
i ≡ u(1,0)i = ui , u2i ≡ u(−1,1)i = ²ijkv¯ju¯k , u3i ≡
u
(0,−1)
i = vi where u¯
i = (ui)
∗ and vi = (v¯i)∗. Fixing the phases of u1i and u
3
i , the u
I
i form SU(3)
matrices which are coset representatives of SU(3)
U(1)×U(1) . The U(1) × U(1) transformations generate
the phases arg(ρ) and arg(σ). The notation u
(a,b)
i indicates the U(1)×U(1) charges of the harmonic
variables and they satisfy the hermiticity property u
(a,b)
i = u

















Finally, we consider a further reduction to N=2. We decompose the N=3 pure spinors λαi and




3 ) and λ¯
α˙i = (λ¯α˙I , λ¯α˙3) where I = 1, 2. We set
λα3 and λ¯
α˙




IJ = 0 , λ¯α˙J ²α˙β˙λ¯
β˙K²JK = 0 , λαI λ¯
α˙I = 0 . (7)
The first two equations imply that λαI and λ¯
α˙I are factorized into λαI = λ
αuI and λ¯α˙J = λ¯α˙v¯J
where uI v¯I = 0. The vector v¯I is proportional to ²IJuJ . Hence without loss of generality one
may write
λαI = λ
αuI , λ¯α˙J = λ¯α˙²IJuI . (8)
With this parametrization of the N=2 case there are neither constraints on the λ’s nor on the u’s.
The vector uI yields the usual parametrization of N=2 harmonic superspace [1]. Namely,
one introduces the SU(2) matrix (u+I , u
−
I ) where u
+
I = uI and u
−
I = (u
+I)∗ with u+J = ²JKu
+K.
The coset SU(2)/U(1) is obtained by dividing by the subgroup U(1) which generates the phases
u±I → e±iαu±I . In fact, the decompositions are defined up to a rescaling of λα, λ¯α˙ and of uI given
by uI → ρuI , for ρ 6= 0. This yields the compact space CP1.
3 N=3 Harmonic SYM from String Field Theory
The field equation for D = 4, N = 3 SYM-theory in ordinary (not harmonic) superspace are given
by [10]
{∇iα,∇jβ} = ²αβW¯ ij , {∇¯α˙i, ∇¯β˙j} = ²α˙β˙Wij , {∇iα, ∇¯β˙j} = δij∇αβ˙ . (9)
The coordinates for this N=3 superspace, (xm, θαi , θ¯
α˙i), are obtained by imposing the constraint
θα4 = θ¯
α˙4 = 0. Since θ’s transform into λ’s under BRST transformations we also impose for
consistency λα4 = λ¯
α˙4 = 0.
Using the decomposition of the N=3 spinors λαi and λ¯
α˙i given above, and contracting the
























α and d¯3α˙ to η
iD¯α˙i in [1].
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Due to the constraints on the u’s, the operators d1α and d¯3α˙ satisfy the commutation relations
{d1α, d1β} = 0 , {d1α, d¯3β˙} = 0 , {d¯3α˙, d¯3β˙} = 0 . (10)
Hence QG (where G stands for Grassmann) is nilpotent for any λ
α and λ¯α˙.
The BRST operator QG implements naturally the G-analyticity on the space of superfields
Φ(x, θ, θ¯, λ, λ¯, u). A superfield with ghost number zero is given by Φ(x, θ, θ¯, u) and G-analyticity
meansQGΦ = 0 which impliesD
1
αΦ = D¯3α˙Φ = 0 (since {d1α,Φ(x, θ, θ¯, λ, λ¯, u)} = D1αΦ(x, θ, θ¯, λ, λ¯, u)
and similarly for d¯3α˙). Such a superfield is called a G-analytic superfield. A generic superfield
Φ(x, θ, θ¯, λ, λ¯, u) with ghost number one can be parametrized in terms of two u-dependent spinorial
superfields Aα, A¯α˙ as Φ
(1)(x, θ, θ¯, λ, λ¯, u) = λαAα+ λ¯
α˙A¯α˙ and {QG,Φ(1)} = 0 implies the following
constraints on these superfields
D1αAβ +D
1
βAα = 0 , D¯3α˙A¯β˙ + D¯3β˙A¯α˙ = 0 , D
1
αA¯β˙ + D¯3β˙Aα = 0 . (11)




α and D¯3α˙ = v¯
iD¯α˙i, the
equations (11) reproduce (9). Gauge transformations are generated by a ghost-number zero scalar
superfield Ω(0). To lowest order in Φ(1) they read δΦ(1) = {QG,Ω(0)} which yields δAα = DαΩ and
δAα˙ = D¯α˙Ω. The QG-cohomology in the space of superfields with ghost number 1 is empty.
To determine on which harmonic variables superfields depend, we construct a second BRST
operator QH which is constructed from the SU(3) generators
da b = u
a
i ∂ubi − uib∂uia = uai pib − uibpai . (12)
where pib can be represented by ∂/∂u
b
i and similarly for p
b
i . These generators split into three
raising operators d12 = d
(2,−1), d23 = d
(−1,2), d13 = d
(1,1), three lowering operators d21 = d
(−2,1), d32 =
d(1,−2), d31 = d
(−1,−1), and two Cartan generators d11 and d
2
2. The raising operators operators
commute with QG and form an algebra, in particular [d
(2,−1), d(−1,2)] = d(1,1). This suggests to













3 − β13ξ21ξ32 , (13)











ical anticommutation relations. Since QH and QG anticommute their sum Qtot is obviously nilpo-
tent. The harmonic weights of the superfields follow from requiring that Φ(1) has zero harmonic
weight, just like the BRST chargeQtot. Note that Φ
(1) depends only upon the variables x, θ, θ¯, λ, λ¯’s
and u’s and not upon the conjugated momenta as a consequence of quantum mechanical rules.
This forbids ghost-number one combinations of the form βξξ, βξλ, . . ..
The equations of motion for N=3 SYM follow from the BRST-cohomology equations
{Qtot,Φ(1)}+ 1
2
{Φ(1),Φ(1)} = 0 . (14)
To reduce this equation to the field equations of harmonic superspace, we use the fact that QG
has no cohomology. We decomposed Φ into ΦG + ΦH . This implies that equation (16) is solved








where ∆ is a ghost-number zero superfield known
in the literature as the bridge. In the harmonic superspace framework, one usually employs the
bridge superfield ∆(x, θ, θ¯, u) to bring the spinorial covariant derivatives to the ‘pure gauge’ form.
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Here the bridge is seen as a solution of (14). By making a finite gauge transformation which sets
Φ
(1)
G = 0, the gauge transformed Φ
(1)
H is given by
e−i∆(Φ(1)H +QH)e
i∆ = ξ31 V
(1,1) + ξ21 V
(2,−1) + ξ32 V
(−1,2) . (15)
And inserting this ansatz in (14) one finds the SYM equations of motion of N=3 harmonic super-





















where ? denotes conventional matrix multiplication. The measure dµ has to be determined. This
can be done by observing that [QG, SN=3] = 0 , [QG, dµH ] = 0 where dµH is the invariant measure
in the space of the zero modes of xµ, θαi , θ¯






2 . In addition, SN=3 has zero ghost
number, while dµH has ghost number three. Since we know that dµH ∈ H3(QH). This implies







′ where the measure dµ′ = dµ′(xµ, θαi , θ¯
α˙i, uIi ) has to be fixed by the
G-analyticity [QG, dµ
′] = 0.
In order to obtain the action from the string field theory action, we have to integrate over the




2 . Since they are anticommuting, the integration is a Berezin integral. This
means that we have several contributions: one contribution is coming by taking two ghost fields
from the expansion of Φ
(1)
H as in (15) and one from the BRST charge in the first term SN=3. There
is a contribution from the fourth term in (13) acting on one of the two Φ
(1)
H and by extracting one
ghost from the other Φ
(1)
H . Finally, there is a contribution from the interaction term. After this
operation the resulting action is the same as given in [1].
4 N=2 Harmonic Hypermultiplet from String Theory
Let us know consider the case on N=2 harmonic superspace. We recall that the equations of
motion for the N=2 hypermultiplet in d=4 are
Dα(IϕJ ) = 0 , D¯α˙(IϕJ ) = 0 . (17)
These constraints reduce the number of independent components and the resulting superfield
describes an on-shell hypermultiplet. To prove this, one has to act with the superderivatives on
the equations (17) and to contract the N=2 indices. As shown in [1] this system is studied more
easily using the harmonic superspace. Here we show that the action for the hypermultiplet has
a simple interpretation from string theory. Therefore, we first define the BRST charge, then the
vertex operator and finally the action.
The BRST implementing the Grassmann analitycity is now given by
QG = λ
αuIDαI + λ¯α˙uI²IJ D¯Jα˙ (18)
and it is nilpotent because we have solved the pure spinor constraint in sec. 2. However, in order
to reproduce the on-shell hypermultiplet, we have to impose a new constraint. We recall that on
the SU(2)/U(1) space we can define the following differential operators
D = uI²IJ ∂u¯J , D¯ = u¯I²
IJ ∂uJ , D0 = u
I∂uJ − u¯I∂u¯J (19)
which satisfy the Lie algebra [D, D¯] = D0, [D,D0] = D and [D¯,D0] = −D¯. The second BRST
operator is defined by picking only the positive root of the Lie algebra D. This operator commutes
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with QG and the new BRST operator is obtained by introducing a new anticommuting ghost field
c and by constructing the nilpotent charge
QH = cD . (20)
The vertex operator is now identified with ghost number zero superfield. It needs an harmonic
charge +1 (see [1] for a complete analysis of the cohomology of QH). Since the cohomology of QG
is empty, we can consider only vertex operator Φ
(0)
H which are invariant under QG. Since there is
















where the measure can be decomposed as dµ = dµ′dc where dµ′ is BRST invariant and it coincides
with the harmonic superspace measure. The integral over c is Berezin integral and by integrating
over it, the action (21) reproduces the action for the hypermultiplet given [1]. The field Φ
(1)
H is
the dual to Φ
(0)





P.A.G. thanks E. Sokatchev, S. Ferrara and P. van Nieuwenhuizen for useful discussions and
comments.
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